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HOACHWOOL - Fixed Rope Route Naturnser Sonnenberg

Impressive cliffs, the unique landscape of the Sonnenberg mountain above Naturns, breathtak-
ing views, the “Elferpl°ott”, the “Stegerfrau”, the Forbidden Route and the impressive Waale (the 
traditional Alpine irrigation system) – the HOACHWOOL fixed rope route offers all this and more.

The fixed rope route crosses the former “Schnalswaal” irrigation channel near Naturns and gives 
an idea of the dangers and hardships that peasants faced in building and maintaining the channel. 
The varied terrain offers steep, difficult parts, short walking sections and exposed traverses. The 
ascent requires suitable equipment as well as the necessary climbing skill and experience, ab-
solute sure-footedness and a head for heights. The route is secured as necessary by steel ropes, 
climbing aids and ladders. The “Sattele” rest area in the middle of the wall affords climbers a relax-
ing break. This is an impressive, varied and challenging half-day tour. 
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History carved in stone...

The fixed rope route runs along the historic Schnals Valley irrigation channel near Naturns; this 
was previously some 10 kilometres long and known locally as the “Hoachwool”. It ran at an altitu-
de of 850 metres from Altratheis in the Schnals Valley to the farms on the Naturns Sonnenberg 
mountain. Constructed between 1830 and 1833, it was the most difficult project of its kind in the 
history of Waal-building in the Vinschgau Valley, traversing the dizzying rock faces at the mouth of 
the Schnalsbach stream. 

Using very primitive equipment, conduits made of larch planks (“Wieren” or “Kahndln” in local di-
alect) had to be laid on iron girders wedged into the vertical rock wall. Two “Waaler” (channel kee-
pers), who also had to be excellent climbers, maintained the Hoachwool. 

The most dangerous part of the Waal was closed in 1910: the incredible achievements of these 
Waaler can today be fully experienced on the new larch planks.



A rock as a sundial: The 11-er Platte – 
also called the “Elferpl°ott” – has been used for centuries to tell the time, since part of the rock is 
lit by the sun from 11 o’clock on. This point also once represented the limit between the sections 
for which the two Waaler were responsible: one watched over the Waal from its beginning to the 
11-er Platte, while the other was in charge from there unto the end of the Waal. In the event of a 
breach in the Waal, a horn along the trail was used to sound the alarm: the flow of water was then 
immediately stopped.

Difficult and dangerous: the Forbidden Route – 
this ancient route in the Schnalstal Valley runs through rocky, steep terrain to the isolated Ladurn-
erhof farmstead. The name comes from its extremely dangerous course, described thus by the 
prebendary of Partschins: “The climb is only possible for those whose feet do not stumble, whose 
eyes will not deceive them, whose knees will not weaken...” Climbing this route was banned at the 
beginning of the 19th century.

The “Stegerfrau” who waits for redemption – 
once a peasant family lived on the Stegerhof farm at the mouth of the Schnalstal Valley, with a child 
whose mother was famed for her bad temper. In her anger she would subject defenceless animals 
to horrible tortures. One day, carrying her child in a basket, she climbed up to the pastures to the 
milk the farm’s goats. When the animals shied away, she angrily cast both goat and kid into an 
abyss. Suddenly a terrible storm sprang up. When the foul weather abated, a stone spire was seen 
to have grown out of the rock wall at the valley entrance: the Steger woman and her child had been 
turned to stone by God as a punishment. She could be heard weeping bitterly when the fierce north 
wind blew down from the Schnals Valley. According to legend, she will only find salvation once liv-
ing beings are no longer tormented...
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Path and fixed rope route: 

> ASCENT: 
Approach: from the car park (P) in Naturns-Kompatsch take the pavement past the bottom stati-
on of the Unterstell cable car then follow the path along the Waal to the mouth of the Schnalstal 
Valley. The climb starts on the west bank of the stream (E).

Fixed rope route, section 1: follow the stream up past the Juval climbing park via a short steep 
stage to the impressive rope bridge (S) over the Schnalsbach stream. 

Fixed rope route, section 2: from the bridge climb via stepped terrain to the sloping plates that 
lead to the horizontal part of the fixed rope route and the old Waal. This is the start of the singu-
lar, exposed section along the abyss via larch wood conduits. There is a steep wall to negotiate 
before you reach the “Sattele” rest area.

Fixed rope route, section 3: continue left, downwards at first on an old path and then upwards 
via beautiful compact rocks. The fixed rope passes through plates, grooves and edges up to the 
head of a buttress. From this point the route becomes significantly easier up to the finish (T) on 
the Höfl pasture.

> DESCENT: 
The trail follows the fence on the Höfl pasture to the intersection with path no. 10 (Naturns-Un-
terstell). There are two options after the gate: either take the path down past the “Schwalben-
nest” to the bottom station, or climb (30 minutes) to the top station (B) where a welcoming 
guesthouse awaits. From there take the cable car down to the valley.

Time required and difficulty m.a.s.l. up to m.a.s.l. Height gained Grade Time approx.

Car park at bottom station of Unterstell cable car 535 Start 555 20 easy 30 min

Enter rope bridge 555 Rope bridge 620 65 B/C 30 min

From rope bridge 620 Finish 1.120 500 C/D 180 min

Finish (Top) to top station of cable car 1.120 Top station 1.280 160 easy 20 min

escent from Top to path no. 10 1.120 Parking 535 585 easy 60 min

TOTAL tour time: 4.5 hours, of which 3.5 hours climbing: fixed rope length 1350 metres, orientation WEST.
Best time is from beginning February to December depending on weather conditions

P = Car park at bottom station
E = Start of fixed rope route
S = Rope bridge
T = Top
B = Top station of cable car Unterstell
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SAFETY GUIDE

> Climbers use the fixed-rope route at their own risk. Poor preparation, inadequate 
  equipment or inappropriate behaviour may result in a fall!

> Plan ahead! Find out about route difficulty and length, ascent and descent, 
  weather forecast and climbing conditions. 

> Use a full set of equipment that meets the latest standards. Use a harness, fixed-rope 
  climbing gear and a helmet: only the consistent and correct use of equipment can 
  ensure safe climbing.

> Take suitable footwear and gloves, sufficient food and drink, first aid kit and mobile phone.

> Do not attempt the route during thunderstorms! Lightning when climbing is dangerous.
  Rain, cold and wet all increase the risk of falling.

> Check your partners before you start! Check everyone’s harness catch; 
  check gear is fixed to harnesses; check helmets.

> Keep your distance! 
  Only one person should be moving between any two fixed points.

> Clear communication when overtaking! 
  Communication and consideration help reduce risk when overtaking.

> Careful climbing helps prevent rock falls.

> Respect nature and the environment! 
  Do not leave litter or make excessive noise.

> Be aware of the risk of surges or floods in the stream bed.

> Keep calm in an emergency, call emergency number 118 
  and indicate the fixed rope route section.

SOS - Phone
Mountain rescue

Tag of fixed rope route section



Europäischer Landwirtschaftsfond 
für die Entwicklung des ländlichen Raums

Fondo Europeo Agricolo
per lo Sviluppo Rurale

European Agricultural Fund 
for Rural Development

GEMEINDE NATURNS
COMUNE DI NATURNO

MUNICIPALITY OF NATURNS

BEZIRKSGEMEINSCHAFT BURGGRAFENAMT
COMUNITÀ COMPRENSORIALE BURGRAVIATO

BURGGRAFENAMT REGIONAL AUTHORITY

Autonome Provinz 
Bozen-Südtirol

Provincia Autonoma di
Bolzano Alto Adige

Autonomous Province of 
Bozen-South Tyrol

Abteilung Forstwirtschaft
Forstinspektorat Meran

Ripartizione Foreste
Ispettorato Forestale Merano

Department of Forestry
Forest Inspectorate Meran
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IN MERANO AND ENVIRONS
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CONTACTS:
Tourist Office Naturns, Rathausstraße 1, I-39025 Naturns (BZ) - South Tyrol - Tel. +39 0473 666077 - www.naturns.it - info@naturns.it


